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Executive Summary

Station A
No more analyzed.

Station B
Due to the weather conditions, the station LD-B can not be performed in the region B, but in
the western part of the region C.

Station LD-B in Region C
The LD-B station is being performed at the target site (18.240◦S , 189.142◦E ) . The cloud cover
continues to strongly influence the SST maps and partially also the CHL maps. The SVP drifters
and the drifting mooring are still moving NEward.

Station C
New target sites are suggested for the next LD station.

Notes
The graphics of the present bulletin have been only partially improved.
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1 Station A

No more analyzed.

2 Station B

Due to the weather conditions, the station LD-B can not be performed in the region B, but in
the western part of the region C.

3 Station LD-B in the Region C

3.1 AVISO data and Lagrangian Analysis data

The station LD-B is being performed at target site (18.240◦S , 189.142◦E ) . Here, no substantial
changes are observed with respect the yesterday’s bulletin. The LCS structure present in the tar-
get area continues to slightly move Nward, increasing its intensity. Except for some oscillations,
all the SVP drifters still move NEward, followed by the drifting mooring.

3.2 CLS Products

No substantial changes are observed in the LD-B station area for the CHL concentration. The
stationarity of the CHL concentration at the LD-B station can be again an artifact in the
composition of the satellite image associated to the actual strong cloud cover. Indeed, the cloud
cover still partially masks the CHL concentration in the LD-B station area.

The drifting mooring and the cluster of SVP drifters are quite distant from the actual local
maximum of the CHL concentration.

Concerning SST data, the strong cloud cover still completely masks the area of the LD-B
station. The few available data are significantly colder than the in situ (vessel TSG and SVP)
ones.

3.3 MODIS

No data available for both CHL and SST in the LD-B station area.

3.4 HYCOM

No data available today.

3.5 Cloud coverage

The cloud cover is forecasted to remain between 40% and 50% at the LD-B station.

3.6 Suggestions for positioning

#1 for station LD-B (18.240◦S , 189.142◦E ) : LD-B is being performed.
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4 Station C

4.1 AVISO data and Lagrangian Analysis data

The target site #1 is positioned in a local minimum of velocity due to the presence of a meander.
This latter is probaly generated by the local topography (see last figure with the target sites
positioned on the ETOPO1 bathymetry).

The target site #1BIS is positioned at the southernmost point of the MVP transect performed
at the beginning of the LD-B station. Here a quite strong Nward current is observed.

The target site #2 is positioned in a few coherent eddy very recently generated by a meander.
The target site #3 is positioned in a large eddy, recently formed and now quite coherent.
The FSLE analysis shows that a structure is present near the target site #1bis, while all the

other three targets are quite distant from barriers.

4.2 CLS Products

In the last days, cloud cover masks CHL and SST data at the target site #1BIS. In any case, it
is probable that here the values are low.

All the other target sites show very low CHL concentrations. The target site #3 shows also
a local minimum of SST.

4.3 MODIS

Available data are generally in agreement with CLS ones, except for the minimum of SST observed
at target site #3, that is not present in the MODIS data.

4.4 HYCOM

Data not available today.

4.5 Cloud coverage

Light cloud cover is forecasted in the area between longitude 191◦E and 194◦E .

4.6 Suggestions for positioning

#1bis (19.7◦S , 189.5◦E ) SCORE: 1/ 5

#1 (18.3◦S , 191.2◦E ) SCORE: 3/5

#2 (18.5◦S , 192.9◦E ) SCORE: 3/5

#3 (18.5◦S , 194.9◦E ) SCORE: 3/5
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